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Pages8 and 9
Sigma Alpha Iota hosted
the 47th annual All
Campus Sing Wednesday in the Q1.1ad.

Pagel3
Three Racers could
be selected in the
NFL Draft Saturday.

Vol. 80, No. 28

Cardinals choose
pope in first days
.

.

Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szeller@thenews.org

n~/

Scott Ellison, junior from St. Charles, Mo., (right) celebrates with his friends after he was announced as the
new Student Govemmut Associadon president Wednesday during All Campus Sing.

ElliSon wins close race
campaigned really hard."
Fulkerson said he really
szeller@thenews.org
did not know what to
expect from the election,
After performers sang on but he shook Ellison's hand
the steps of Lovett Audito- and congratulated him oq
rium on Wednesday, the winning.
Student Government Asso''He's a nice guy, and
ciation announced the we've known each other
results of the election.
since we were freshmen,"
Scott Ellison, junior from Fulkerson said.
St. Charles, Mo., won the
Minutes
after
the
SGA presidency for the announcement, University
2005-06 academic year with President F. King Alexander
734 votes. Joshua Fulkerson, walked up to the two candisophomore from Owens- dates, thanked both for runboro, received 688 votes.
ning and said they should
Posters and sandwich be proud of themselves for
boards displayed the faces a close race.
of the two candidates for
Emily Just, senior from
presidency weeks before Louisville, received 525
the election. Supporters of votes to win the title of SGA
both candidates wore T- Secretary. Runner-up Marshirts and encouraged stu- shall Welch said he was surdents to vote online Mon- prised by the turnout of the
day through Wednesday. secretary vote.
Votes were tallied, and sev"I felt I had done the most
eral students attended All campaigning of the three
Campus Sing to find out candidates," Welch said. "I
who won the various SGA thought 1 had a better
positic;ms.
chance. 1 thought 1 could
Zac Hobbs, SGA senate have won."
chair of election ways and
SGA vice president and
means, announced the win- treasurer positions were
ners of the election to a uncontested, which Meagan
cheering crowd.
Rogers, senior from Mur"1 knew it was going to be ray, and LeeAnna Green,
Joshua Fulkerson (left), sophomore from Owensboro,
a close race," Ellison said.
congratulates Ellison after the election results were
"'We both had strong support groups, and we both
see SGA I 3 announced. Ellison received 734 of 1422 votes.

Stephanie Zeller
News Editor

The world watched and
listened as white smoke
rose from the Sistine
Chapel and bells rang at St.
Peter's Bascillica Tuesday,
announcing the election of
a new pope.
Cardinal
Joseph
Ratzinger, 78, of Germany
was elected the 265th pope
within 24 hours of the first
conclave and he chose the
name Pope Benedict XVI.
Much like his predecessor,
Benedict
XVI
announced VVednesday he
will encourage Christians
to unify.
"I would say the College
of Cardinals had a pretty
clear idea of what they
wanted to do because it
didn't take them very long,"
Bill Duffield, pastor associate at St. Leo Catholic
Church. said.
Duffield said the cardinals' decision surprised
him because he thought
maybe it was time for a
non-European cardinal to
become pope. Traditionally, the Catholic Church has
elected mostly European
popes, but Benedict is the
first German pope since
Pope Victor II in 1057.
The College of Cardinals
is composed of 115 mem:·
bers, all but three of whom
John Paul II appointed,
which Duffield said shows
the former pope's influence
over the selection process.
"I think we have to look
at Ratzinger as an extension of John Paul 11," he
said.
Duffield also said he had
hoped a younger pope
would be elected because,
at age 78, Benedict may not
be in leadership for long.
However, many people
are
concerned
with
Ratzinger's background
and how it may effect his
pontificate. He was forced

·" My greatest hope
for Benedict and the
Catholic Church is
that they'll look out
upon culture and
society and dialogue
with
them
and
embrace the best
they have to offer. "
BUt Duffield

Pastor Associate for
St. Leo Catholic Church
to join Hitler Youth, the
youth movement Adolf
Hitler established to teach
children Nazi doctrine, and
was later drafted into the
Nazi army during VVorld
VVar II, but the war ended
when he was 18.
Despite his past, many
people have welcomed the
new pope and are willing to
accept his traditional
Catholic ideas on homosexuality, celibacy of
priests and abortion.
"I have met Cardinal
Ratzinger on several occasions and have always
admired his brilliance and
fidelity to the truth,"
according to a statement
the
Archdiocese
of
Louisville, Thomas C. Kelley issued. "I know the
new pope to be a good listener and an expert on dialogue who appreciates the
exchange of ideas."
Bill Duffield said Benadict's challenge will be to
connect
with
people
because members of the
Catholic Church rely on a
personal connection with
their new spiritual leader
to guide them in their spirituality.
Said Duffield: "My greatest hope for Benedict and
the Catholic Church is that
they'll look out upon culture and society and dia16gue with them and
embrace the best they have
to offer."
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

Student reports assault
near residential college
approximately 5 foot 11
inches and 220 pounds. At
A female student was press time, the suspect had
physically assaulted at 9:15 not been found and the
p.m. Sunday in front of incident was still under
Franklin College, according investigation.
to Public Safety officials.
The case of attempted
An assailant punched the robbery on March 15 on the
student and reportedly north lawn of Franklin also
stole her purse. According is still under investigation.
to the report, the student
Anyone with information
did not know the man.
about either incident can
The suspect is a black contact Public Safety at
male of muscular build, 762-2222.

Staff report

Wellness center dedication honors University ahnmius' dauihter
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thenews.org

University I>resident F.
King Alexander dedicated
the Susan E. Bauernfeind
Student Recreation and
Wellness Center Saturday
in tl1e memory of Murray
State alumnus Arthur
Bauernfeind's
deceased
daughter.
· "This is an important

day," Alexander said to a
crowd of 125 people. "Not
only are we able to officially open the building, we are
also able to recognize one
of the best friends the University has ever had."
Alexander was referring
to Arthur Bauernfeind who
graduated from the University in 1960, and serves as
chairman and CEO of Westfield Management.
"Many people have for-

gotten how important the
University is to their life,"
he said, "but Art bas not."
Alexander dedicated the
wellness center in memory
of Susan at her father's
request after Bauernfeind
made a significant donation
to the library renovation
project and created an
endowment for wellness
center improvements.
"If you reach a certain
level of giving, we give our

donors an opportunity to
name some of our facilities
in their honor or their family
members'
honor,"
Alexander said.
Bauernfeind said his
daughter, who died of cancer, would be amused about
the fuss made over the dedication.
"The gift was made to
Murray State because I
wanted to do something jn
my sweet daughter's name,"

Bauernfeind said via e-mail.
"The wellness center would
have been something of
great honor to her."
Naming the wellness center after his daughter was a
way for Bauernfeind to
honor Susan's legacy.
''VVe discussed a few projects around the campus,
and the wellness center didn't have a name," Bauernfeind said. "But it also fit
with what my daughter

would have wanted."
During the dedication,
Alexander said the center
was a great addition to the
campus and Murray communities.
Alexander outlined the
long road to construct the
wellness center.
Said Alexander: "The
concept for the wellness
center was first mentioned
in 1978, but it really has a
much longer history."
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•Police 13e,1t
Thursday, Aprill4
8:35a.m. A caller from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts building reported stolen artwork. An officer
took a report for theft of items
valued at less than $300.
3:49 p.m. Public Safety advised
the Murray Police Department
that juveniles were playing
"chicken" on 13th Street
between Poplar and Main
streets.
10:08 p.m. A caller from Wilson
Hall reported a subject had been
sitting in his/her car for 5 hours.

Friday, April IS

Michael Mcl..aurine/The News

Kerry Floyd, sophomore from Louisville, slides down the makeshift
sUp-n-slide Mo nday at the White College barbecue. The slip-n-slide
was made from a long clear tarp covered in water and vegetable oU.

. Volunteer center needs
help from COmmunity
The Campus Connection Volunteer
Center, a division of American
Humanics, is requesting student, faculty and staff volunteers for the American Red Cross, Need Line and the
Senior Citizens' Center.
For more information, contact
Roger Weis, Lindsey Phipps or Alaina
King at 762-3808 or 762-6117.

Professor to sign books
after senior breakfast
Bob McGaughey, editor and publisher of "Sermons from Stones and
Books from Brooks" will hold a book

signing at the University Bookstore
after the senior breakfast, scheduled
for 8 a.m. in the Curris Center Large
Ballroom, May 4.

Coalition seeks entries
for Youth Film Contest
The National Coalition Against
Censorship invites students to enter
the second annual Youth Film Contest. All entries are due by August 15.
For
more
information
visit
www.yfen.org.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news editor. If you would like to submit information for Campus Briefly, phone
762-4480.

4:42 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a male student
was walking into females'
rooms. At 5:14 a.m., Christopher
Hinton, 20, freshman from
Owensboro, was arrested for
alcohol intoxication and disorderly conduct. At 10:46 a.m. the
subject was also arrested for
second degree attempted burglary, attempted theft of items
valued at less than $300 and
attempted theft of items valued
at more than $300.
6:11 a.m. A caller from Springer
College reported a male subject
outside her window and a cut in
her window screen.
3:43 p.m. A caller from
Winslow reported Sigma Sigma
Sigma members were using
power from the building for an
event. The power cord was
stretched across the road and
was a safety concern. Housing
was contacted.

Saturday, April 16 12:44 a.m. A
caller from the college circle

reported students were riding
bikes and being loud. An officer advised the subjects to
keep the noise down.
4:31 p.m. Juveniles were
reported using a handicap sign
as a bike ramp at Roy Stewart
Stadium. The individuals were
gone upon officer arrival.

Sunday, Aprlll7
2:20 a.m. A caller from Hester
College requested emergency
medical services for possible
alcohol poisoning. A friend
transported the individual to
the emergency room.
9:14 p.m. A caller from
Springer College reported a
female had been assaulted and
her property was stolen. The
suspect is a black male, 5 feet 11
inches and 250 pounds, who
was wearing blue jeans and a
white shirt at the time of the
assault. The incident is under
investigation.

..

Monday, April IS
1:24 a.m. An officer issued a
citation to John P. Allen, freshman from Paris, Tenn., for an
improper start of his vehicle
from a stopped position in
front of Franklin College.
12:48 p.m. A caller from the
Curris Center requested to
speak to an officer concerning
counterfeit money. An officer
checked the suspect money
and it appeared to be legitimate.
12:59 p.m. A caller from the
intramural fields reported possible indecent exposure at the
soccer fields. Everything

appeared normal upon officer
arrival.

Tuesday, Aprlll9
8:36 p.m. A caller reported he
was concerned about his son.
The father had been trying to
contact his son and was not
successful. The student was
advised to call home.
11:43 p .m. A Mason Hall
employee reported someone
had tried to force the east
doors open. A report was taken
for attempted burglary, and the
incident is under investigation.

Wednesday, April 20
8:10 a.m. The grounds crew
found a bicycle in the bushes
near the University police
department. The bike was
placed in the bike rack at the
police department.
3:17 p.m. A non-injury accident
occurred on Chestnut Street
near Regents College. Murray
police department was notified.
6:13 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a vehicle driving near the college with a
loud radio. Officers were
advised to be on the lookout for
the vehicle.
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 14
Arrests- 2

Police Beat is compiled by .
Jacqueline Jordan, assistant
news editor, with materials
provided by Public Safety. All
dispatched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.

Monday

Thesday

Wednesday

Thursday

MARTINI MADNESS
1/2 Price Martinis

$1.50 MARGARITAS
5-9 p.m.

OYSTER NIGHT
50~ Oysters on
the H,trshell

6 p.m.- midnight

75¢ BUD BEER
9 p.m. - midnight

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer
Six Miller Lite Long
Neeks only $10

THANKS

Karaoke 7:30 p.m. - ?

9 p.m. - midnight

to all of you who chose to

AT
•theepicjourney.com
We'd love for more of you to share your
opinions and perspectives! Simply visit the
Web site above and take the six-question TalkBack survey. To show our appreciation, we'll
send you a free gift, no strings attached!

urne_y
Church
Connect. Explore. Serve.

If you completed a survey and did not
receive your free gift, your survey was lost
due to a technical error by our survey host
company. The problem is now fixed, and we
want to honor our commitment. Please
re-take the survey, and we'll send
your gift immediately.

The Murray State News
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Martial arts specialist celebrates freedom
doing it. He especially wants the
troops in Iraq to see he is shownclinkenbc?ard@thenews.org
ing his thanks and gratitude for
his freedom."
President John F. Kennedy's
While he is doing the situps,
famous line, "Ask not what your Dinh will have his laptop to read
country can do for you; ask what e-mail from people cheering him
you can do for your country," on in his quest. The most popuhas stuck in Tung Dinh's mind lar question Dinh is being asked
throughout his life in Vietnam is how he will do situps for 30
and the United States.
hours.
However, Dinh alters JFK's
"People ask me how I am
quote to suit a subject dear to his going to be able to do it," Dinh
heart - freedom.
said. "The answer is focus.
"1 say, 'Ask not what freedom Focus is the greatest power we
can do for you, but what you can have as humans. I will have to
do to keep the freedoms we've channel my focus to complete
my goal."
been granted,'" Dinh said.
The freedom Dinh has had in
Doing the situps will pose a
the United States wiU be fore- challenge for Dinh, as he will
most in his mind Monday as he break down his repetitions into
celebrates the 30th anniversary minutes. His goal is to do 1,000
of his freedom from Vietnam.
situps in an hour for a total of
Dinh left his homeland on 30,000 situps, making sure he
April 25, 1975, and came to the does not get caught up in the
United States five days before excitement. He will be allowed
Saigon fell to Communist forces, to take short breaks to drink, go
signaling the end of the Vietnam to the bathroom and eat.
War.
Physical goals aside, Dinh's
Dinh shows his appreciation goals are to make other people
of freedom by accomplishing aware of the freedoms they have
physical feats. On Tuesday, Dinh and to make a point about the
will be in New York to attempt obesity problem in America.
30 hours of situps to commemo"I don't care about any records
rate 30 years of freedom.
or rewards," Dinh said. "I just
His original plan was to want to dedicate my 30 hours to
attempt the 30 hours in Murray freedom."
at his business, Martial Arts of
Dinh is scheduled to speak for
America, but his plans changed an hour to the Boys and Girls
when BodyWedge21. a company Club of America in New York
that produces inflatable exercise ~onday. In exchange, some of
photos by Erin Cummins/The New:.
wedges. offered him a trip to the children will act as his pit
Tung Diith, of Martial Arts of America, demonstrates a high
New York to do the situps. He crew for the situp challenge by
will use the BodyWedge21 for all bringing him water, food and leg kick as he takes a break from practicing situps.
30 hours, beginning at 7 a.m. helping him with whatever he h's classes and do situps with the corner of 15th Street and
Tuesday to 1 p.m. Wednesday.
him throughout the day.
Olive Boulevard. The run will
needs.
Saturday, Dinh, in conjunction finish at Roy Stewart Stadium.
..You don't have to be athletic
To get ready for Tuesday,
to understand what 30 hours Dinh is practicing for 12 hours with United Way, will host the
When 1 p.m. rolls around
means," BodyWedge21 Public from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at Martial Freedom Run in ~urray to pro- Wednesday, Dinh's mind and
Relations Director Lou Deside- Arts of America. Students and mote his freedom message. The body may bl• exhausted, but his
rio said. "More important, members of the community are race is a 5K and will begin at 9 gratitude for freedom is one
though, is the reason why he's welcome to come in, watch Din- a.m. at the Stubblefield Gate at thing that will never wear out.

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor

SGA winners
prepare
for transition
From Pagel
junior from ~ayfield, won respectively.
Green said she was impressed with
the voter turnout this year, which
totaled 1,474 students.
Only 15 percent of the student body
participated in voting. Of the 1,474
voters, 52 did not vote for a candidate
for president.
A combined SGA meeting Wednesday will allow for officers to transition in to their new positions.
Green said the transition will be
important for the winners to become
comfortable with their new positions.
As for the constitutional amendment to add a third senator to the
School of Agriculture. 937 students
voted yes, but the Board of Regents
will make the final decision.

2005 Election Results
~_mt

*Scott Blllaon 734
Josh Fulbrson 688
Ykllfmi~t
.,...., Rbgen·l307

~~

*Emily Just S2S

Marshlll w~ 463
BdttDey BOprd 374
T~

~Green1275

~~t-~

*Crlsann Jken.berry
•Adam Moore
*Beth ADD Dunavant
*Laura Manning
*Ben Goodman

•Edwin King
+JCatie Just

fl!rlclaiJa
•tr•llld J'ub1U: Afrt'n
1!rlca VID Buren
*Biatre BuJbart

Dinh spends his off
time from teaching
classes by do\ng situps
to prepare him for the
30 hours he will do
Tuesday in New York.
He built a platform
made of wood for his
feet so no one would
have to stand on him all
the time while he prac·
tices.
Monday will signify 30
years since Dinh came
over to the United
States from Vietnam.

*KeUi Pltzpmick

H~alth_Sclen&~M!d

~·
Bp....., and Fine Arts
*JeDDifer Block
*Aaron Brame

~Harm$

~~~-t1'~

*Jonathan Scott

'R_e{{ections
~'

Sa[on

Brow Wux~s .."....... $6

Colors..........$35 and up

Men's Clipper Cuts...$9

Highlights....$45 and up

All your News
and more!
Visit

'lherapeutic )Vlassage
'Witcre~veryone

~4A{,uvt

s

Shampoo, Cut & Style.................................................$17

OLYMPIC PLAZA
(NEXT TO AUGUST MOON)

1608 Hwy. 121

759-1112

deserves· a one-hour v~frtlon.l"

N.13YP~ ~j'Jl

y ift Certificates Available

oaqrties

Melody Holder
Associate Broker
"Your Perfect Partner"

270-350-0749
Direct

800-522-4699
Office

Neon
1~01

161-0045

Call for an appointment

ee~c:h
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Carrie Pond
Phone: 762-4468

Who did you vote for in
the SGA election, and
why?

"1 voted for Josh
because he is not
a Greek and is a
DANCEtigator! !"

'A

Daniel Gachoka
aophomorB, Kenya

DAY

Ar

THE Rf\C.E. S...,,
"Scotty Ellison
because he was
by far the best
candidate."

Students show apathy
Voter turnout decreases
despite convenience

Jason Todd
freshman, Evansville, Ind.

"Josh Fulkerson
because he wanted

to fix many

STUDENTS,
VOTED JN THE
STUDENT

issues pertaining
to me.''

Gov-

ELECTION

Dawn Cobb
$Cflh<>rn0re. Erin, Te~~n.

DESPITE THE
CONVENIENCE

I,

"1 didn't really
care about the
election or when
it was
happening."
William Mitchner
freshman, Webster

OF THE STUDENT BODY

Ricky Agostin/The News

WOULD BE
MORE ACCURATELY REPRESENTED IF
MORE STUDENTS VOTED.

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762·3175
www.thenews.org
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief · 762·6877

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor • 762-4468

Stephanie Zeller
News Editor • 762-4468

In My
Opinion

Carrie Pond
Opinion Ed1tor • 762-4468

Janet Robb
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Andrea Chapman
Online/ Photo Editor • 762-4468

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762·2998
The Murray State News strives to be the Uni·
versity community's source lor information.
Our goal is to present that information 1n a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open for~m for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
teaming environment lor those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to
the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorshlp and advance approval of copy; and, 1ts
edttors should be free to develop their own edi·
tonal and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication
ol Murray State University. The first copy of
The Murray State News is free. Additional
copies are available lor 25 cents at 111 Wilson
Hall.

Elizabeth
Davis
"WHAT I
LOVE THE

MOST IS THESE
WOMEN
ALWAYS FIND
THEMSELVES
IN MISCHIEF."

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board'
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
Murray State's enrollment
increases each year. Despite
this fact, voter turnout for the
2005 Student Government
Association
election
has
dropped from a meager 1,510 in
2004 to an even more embarrassing 1,474.
Judging by the number of students who have joined both
TheFacebook and Murray
Facebook recently, students are
spending a lot of time online.
However, the number of students who voted online in this
year's Student Government
Association elections suggests
only 1,474 students own a computer.
Obviously, more than 1,474
students own computers. So,
why did so few take the mere
two minutes to vote?
After less than a week, 1.000
students have registered on
theFacebook.com, even though
most students learned about

the site by word of mouth with
no advante warning.
The SGA elections were
advertised several weeks in
advance through a variety of
mediums. SGA even sponsored
a party for students outside
Winslow Monday to advertise
the elections.
Of the students who did vote
in the election, 52 did not bother to vote for one of the presidential candidates, who are
listed first on the electronic
ballot. While the other offices
are important, one wonders
why those students did not
click the extra box to select the
head of the student's governing
body.
SGA presidents work with
the administration and voice
students' opinions on issues
like tuition increases and other
budgetary matters.
SGA presidents also represent the students on the Board
of Regents for the University
and vote on behalf of the students they represent.
How can a president who
received support from less than

8 percent of the student body
fully represent its diverse
views?
For SGA to fully represent the
student body and its diverse
needs, more students need to
vote. Students have no right to
complain when their needs are
not being met if they do not
give input when it is requested.
Based on the turnout, only 15
percent of students have a right
to complain because only that
percentage took the tline to
vote. Voting is not a daunting
task since the ballot can be
accessed online. The process
takes less than five minutes and
can be done in between checking e-mail and logging on to
theFacebook.
Students need to take a more
active role in deciding the
leader of one of the only organizations whose sole purpose is
to serve the students. SGA will
never represent the students if
the students do not care if they
are represented.
Most students have all of the
necessary materials to vote in
the comfort of their rooms:
access to a computer,· a ballot
and candidates.
So next year, roll over, turn on
your computer and vote. You
don't even have to put down
your Hot Pocket.

Viewet enjoys drama on 'Housewives' show
Sunday evening, what ure
you doing? Popping popcom, pulling out snacks and
watching the number one
television show, "Desperate
Housewives?" If not, you
should be. I make it my
weekly routine to watch the
madhouse drama unfold.
What I love the most is
these women always find
themselves in mischief.
First we have Bree Van De
Kamp, a screaming red head
who asks for drama. Her
son gets in trouble after hitting a lady with a car and
attempting to get away with
it. Trying to be the best
mother she can be, Brce
sends her son to a boot
camp and as a result feels
like she's a bad mom.
I think she is doing the
best she can do. I try to put
myself in her situation. I'd
send him to boot camp too,
or a different mom. l.ct's

just hope I have good kids.
Susan Mayer just has
drama all around.
Then we have Lynette
Scavo. What I have to say
about her is she needs to
stay away from children for
a long time. Her panic
attacks are unreal, and she's
around more kids than needed for their safety. She needs
to learn that throwing pans
is not realistic punishment.
We have the glamourous
former runway model,
Gabrielle Solis. She is the
best, the girl with glowing
brown hair and the smile
that means something is up
for sure, but you don't know.
what it is.
This woman has everything she's ever wanted in
her life. She has a great life
going for her and a husband
she loves, but must get over
having a crush on her 17year-old gardener.

I'm not dissing the drama.
Like 1 said, I love to watch it
all, but if she has a husband,
why is she flirting with the
gardener? If I had a husband, I know he wouldn't
approve.
Edie Britt is the fifth "Desperate Housewife."
The women are good
friends who stick with each
other through all the messes
in their lives.
Do I watch the show for
advice? Not at all. We certainly should not learn from
these women because we
should never get ourselves
into these situations.
Yet, that is what makes
this show so great to watch.
I enjoy the drama in my
own life. When I watch this
show, I think, uy don't have a
husband, kids or a huge
career quite yet, but I do
dream to, just like everyone
does, but I still don't envy

the dramatic life of these
wives."
This Sunday, what will
you be doing?

Elizabeth Davis is a sophomore electronic media major
from Louisville.

Write to us
Tht Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
Letters sh®ld be 300
words or less and must be
siped.
Contributors
should include addresses
and phone nUmbers for
verification.
Please
inclUde hometown. class!•
fieatron, dtle or r-elationship to tbe UDiversHy. ·
Commeataries ·should
be limited to SOO words.
Tbe Murray State News

~t::;r!J=

tent.
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Facebook fever infiltrates campus
.

Time lost to hours
on computers

In My
Opinion

Before Murray State had
access to the coveted tbeFacebook.com, we had our
own version of the online
network, labeled Murray
Face book.
Even though it was limited to students and alumni
within the parameters of
Murray State, it consumed
hours upon hours of hardworking students' time.
Students procrastinated
by exchanging textbooks
for
their
computer
screens.
Murray Facebook, allowing students to see pictures, information, and
interests of others, caught
the interest of more than a
thousand students and
alumni in the few weeks
after its debut.

Jim
Burch
"(FACEBOOK)
CONSUMED
HOURS UPON
HOURS OF
HARDWORK-

ING STUDENTS'
TIME..."

As soon as this infatuation stormed the campus
by surprise, it was smothered by a bigger and
stronger force. The official
Facebook has added Murray State to its list of hundreds of schools already
on the roster.
Now students are able to
connect and befriend people from universities all
across the nation. In just a
few short weeks, I have
friends on my list from
Arkansas, Tennessee, Purdue, Valparaiso and many
other schools.
In fact, the fad has
branded itself so hard into
popular culture that even
high school students know
about it. I have a 16-ycarold brother, Adam, who

attends school at Metro colleges on the simple
East
Lutheran
in platform that they'd be ·
Edwardsville, Ill. I was able to spend hours on the
talking to him on the Internet like many college
phone, asking him what students do.
My own mother doesn't
colleges he might be thinking about for the future, even mind the fact my
when he gave me the most brother uses this reason to
peculiar answer.
avoid a school like SWIC.
"I was gonna settle for She's just relieved he
SWIC (Southwestern Illi- wants to go to a university.
Like all things of this
nois College), but it doesn't even have Facebook." It nature, TheFacebook will
doesn't even have Face- come and go; just as pogs,
book? This kid was basing digital pets and Pokemon
his decisions for his colle- cards have in the past. But
giate career on being while it's here, I have a
included in a digital net- feeling your Internet will
work.
be just a little bit slower at
This isn't the first time night because of increased
I've heard something like and obsessive Facebookthis either. I know people ing.
who are still in high school
who tell me bow they look
forward to being able to
get on Facebook after
graduation.
Students are actually Jim Burch is a sophomore
encouraged to attend uni- professional writing major
versities over community from Collinsville, Ill.

A prescription for trouble: antibiotics overused
In My
Opinion

Erin
Lane
''I'M SPEAKING

MORE ABOUT
THE GROWING

PROBLEM OF
HUMAN
ANTIBIOTIC
RESISTANCE .•."

For the last three years, I
have watched people like
my roommate go in to
places like Health Services
with flu-like symptoms and
come out with a prescription for a broad-spectrum
antibiotic.
A broad-spectrum antibiotic kills a variety Qf bacteria instead of just the one
that is producing those
ugly symptoms that made
you go to the doctor.
I am not condemning
Health Services because,
for their part, they do a
great job. I'm speaking
more about the growing
problem of human antibiotic resistance because of the
American health care system's propensity to overprescribe this kind of
antibiotic.
So, what does it matter as
long as 1 take the pills and
my infection goes away,
you ask? The problem is
that broad-spectrum antibiotics may ldU the normal
flora in your system as well

tra ight

firom
the

horse 'S
mouth...

as the foreign bacteria.
This presents a problem.
Your body, in places such
as the intestines, carries a
variety of natural bacterium such as E. coli. These
bacteria exist in your body
for a reason.
As with the example of E.
coli, when the normal flora
are present, they use up the
nutrients
within
the
intestines so that invading
pathogens are forced to
compete for nutrients.
They do not usually survive because of the lack of
those substances.
Without the competition
of the normal flora, nasty
pathogens may enter the
system only to fmd a perfect
environment
for
breeding.
Not only that, but some
lucky invading bacteria
have the capacity to evolve
defense
mechanisms
against antibiotics and can
become resistant to their
effects. These bacteria
carry genes for resistance

and while their friends are
being killed off, they are
free to multiply in their
perfect environment.
The scary part of all this
is that the more broadspectrum antibiotics are
used, the more likely a
wider spectrum of bacteria
will develop resistance to
them. In turn, you may
become infected with this
multi-resistant bacteria, get
sick and healthcare professionals will have to struggle to find an antibiotic that
wil1 help your infection.
By now you might be
freaking out about all the
horrible bacteria you may
become infected with that
are resistant. Don't because
this is for informative purposes.
However, there are some
things you can keep in
mind the next time you go
to a public health service.
I) Antibiotics kill bacteria, not viruses, so if it is a
virus that is producing
your sore throat, cold or

Doctors provide
quick fix for Fido

Students embrace
Web site groups

The most disturbing,
trend in plastic .surgery has
owners ~aking their canine
compamons to the local
ve~erinarian:s office for
qutck alterations.
According to the May
issue of Cosmopolitan, an
increasing number of veterinarians are performing
chin lifts, tightening loose
skin and even inserting silicone implants to give
neutered male dogs an artificial set of testicles.
Next up, breast implants
for chickens.

Murray State members
are taking advantage of a
feature on theFacebook
.com Murray Facebook
does not provide: the abjlity
to join and create groups.
Users
have
created
groups celebrating favorite
shows, foods, sports teams
and actors.
Some particularly interesting groups include:
Drunk Dialers Anonymous;
Murray State Dry Humpers
Anonymous: George Washington was a Badass; I Just
Tried to Ford the River but

flu, y6u do not need an
antibiotic.
2) When you go to a doctor with infection symptoms, discuss alternative
options to antibiotic therapy. If you arc prescribed a
broad-spectrum antibiotic,
you might want to ask,
politely, if it is the best
choice.
3) According to the
Washington State Department of Health, "If your
provider tells you to wait a
few more days to see if you
feel better before you fill a
prescription for antibiotics,
take this advice seriously."
4) Never take someone
else's old or unused antibiotics. That's just dumb.

Erin Lane is a junior nursing
major from Chicago, Ill.

My Fucking Oxen Died; All
Things Swayze and I Don't
Really Know How to TeU
You This... but I'm Kind of a
Big Deal
The group with the most
members was I Heart Los
with an astounding 158
members. Murray State
loves its Mexican food.

Don't ask,
don't tell,
don't fight
If you were about to be hit by a bullet and someone was racing to push
you to safety, would you stop them to
make sure their moral and religious
values are aligned with yours?
One would assume you'd be so
grateful to be alive, you wouldn't care.
After all, someone's personal convictions or moral choices have nothing to
do with their ability
to protect someone.
Or do they?
While watching
20/20, I became
enraged at a segment that discussed
the United States
military and the
"Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" policy. The
piece told the story
of a soldier who had IUIIillliiiiiii!E.!t:LM
served beyond his Elizabeth
four-year commit- Cawein
ment and had a wife
and child waiting for him at home.
While his tour of duty has been
extended indefinitely, there are gay
Americans who want to serve but
cannot because of their sexual orientation.
The reported interviewed six gay
former soldiers in the segment, at
least three of whom had been out of
the closet during their entire tenure in
the armed forces. All of them were
highly decorated and had been promoted to high positions. When asked
bow many would like to serve again,
they all raised their hands.
There is so much wrong with this
picture that the mind reels as to
where to begin.
What keeps gay Americans from
being able to serve? Why arc they any
less capable of protecting a fellow sol·
dier on the field of battle? Does their
sexual orientation somehow inhibit
their love for their country?
Christian soldiers serve alongside
atheists, blacks alongside whites, Jews
alongside Gentiles. There only needs
to be one unifying factor among people fighting for their nation, or any
cause - a love and respect for the
cause for which they fight.
It is disturbing to think that not only
are gay Americans not being recruited
for the armed service but, they are
being forcibly removed after earning
entire shelves full of awards and accolades. A military official told the
20/20 reporter anyone who hangs
around long enough could be promoted or receive commendations, so it
wasn't such a big deal to show decorated officers the door.
He also said the decision to remove
gays has to do with the close quarters
in which American soldiers Jive while
overseas. However, one of the former
soldiers featured in the segment never
saw the inside of a barracks tent or
shower. He was a highly-trained military intelligence officer.
If the United States military is so
hell bent on getting rid of gay America. why don't they just put all those
unwanted soldiers on the front lines,
or have them patrol the most riot-ridden areas of Iraq?
But why don't we just skip all that
and make a constitutional amendment
to classify a gay man as 3/5 of a person? Hey, while we're in there messing around,s we could go ahead and
make women the property of their
husbands, too.

Elizabeth Cawein is the assistant college life editor for The Murray State
News and can be contacted at
ecawein@thenews.org.

Accompanying the head- ing up the outside stairs
line is an enticing picture of Hart College, he ran into a
a stylish futon, sure to inter~ male who was urinating
est any possible customer.
from one stair landing to
Beneath it, a disclaimer is another.
written. ..Not a picture of
When asked what he was
doing,
the
individual
actualloveseat."
Apparently, the owner is replied, "I'm drunk," and
keeping the look of the real stumbled up the stairs.
love seat a secret until
someone decides to buy it.

Loveseat sale mer
misleads readers Student witnesses
A flier is circulating
around campus with the publlc urination
headline "Loveseat for Sale!
With Pull Out Bed (Hard to
Find!)"

A student witnessed a
disturbing sight Wednes~
day nighL As he was walk-

Seen somethi"8 humorous,
conftisi"8 or outraging on
campus? Let u.s know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
horse's
mouth"
to
cpond@thenews.org.
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Music industry to sue students Carrying weapons limits travel
Will Brantley

Jacqueline Jordan
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@thenews.org

Students who stock their
computers with new songs
may need to rethink the way
they acquire tunes because the
music industry is suing college
students for illegal downloading.
Many of the nation's top uni·
versities now are equipped
with Internet2, a computer
network that boasts extremely
high speeds.
While Murray State docs not
have Internet2 yet, students
have access to fast network
connection speeds which make
file sharing an easy task.
People can legally download
music from sources such as
iTunes music store but often
download illegally from Web
sites and software.
Linda Miller, director of the
center for teaching and learning technology, said the Uni-

versity will get Internet2 soon, load numerous songs.
but students need to be cau"A lot of people download
tious when downloading on one song instead of buying the
the current network.
whole CD," said Omar Sosa,
"(The recording industry) manager ofFYE in Paducah. "A
has gone after individuals lot of people don't want the
before," Miller said. "S~udcnts whole CD after downloading
should be careful downloading 'the one song they want."
anything, at school or at
Sosa said FYE has seen a 5
home."
percent sales decrease recentNo lawsuits have been filed ly and he believes it is partly
against Murray State students because individuals are turn·
for illegal downloading.
ing to the Internet to meet
A freshman from Murray their music needs.
said she ust·s Ares, a free peer"Right now. (illegal downto-pcer program. She said loading is) not a problem," said
downloading songs should be Janice Thomasson, chief inforhelping album sales.
mation officer. "The motion
''I will preview music picture and intellectual propthrough Ares. and then go out erties people have not contactand buy the CD if I like the ed me in about six months. "
music," she said. "I probably
Thomasson said students
buy more music now because need to remember if the netdownloading has exposed me work is busy, others cannot
to many new artists."
·
complete homework.
Although some people use
Said Thomasson: "The net·
downloading to preview a few work is not for music apprecisongs before purchasing an ntion. The network is for acadentire'CD, many people down- emics."

Contributing Writer

Editor's note: This is the
second article in a threepart series of articles on
concealed carry.
Going about a daily
routine presents a different set of challenges to
somcol)e who is licensed
to carry a concealed
deadly weapon.
Though state law permits concealed carry
with the proper permit in
most places, carriers
must be aware of the regulations guiding where
carrying is prohibited.
A CCW permit holder
must make a few deci·
sions before heac!ing out
on the daily routine.
John Dillon, professor of
journalism nnd mass
communicatjons, has had
his CCW permit since
2004, and he must be
particularly mindful of

carrying conccalt.>d.
Carrying to work
would be breaking the
Jaw in Dillon's case,
since it's on a university
campus. CCW permit
holders must know
whcre they can and cannot carry beforehand.
Carrying concealed into
a police station, bank, jail
or a bar is also prohibited.
Permit holders must
also be mindful of carry·
ing out of state. Dillon
said he carries infrequently for the most
part, but when he's on
road trips, he usually has
a gun along. However, he
pointed out CCW permit
holders must bc mindful
of reciprocity laws in
other states.
A trip do\\"0 to Ten·
nessee while carrying
concealed, for example,
wouldn't he in violation
of any Jaws, but a trip up

to Illinois would. Permit
holders should keep a
close eye on which states
recognize other states'
permits, as these laws
often change.
Law enforcement officials. such as Calloway
County Sheriff Larry
Roberts, often support
legal CCW and frequently givt~ advice to permit
holder~.

"I have no opposition
to legal concealed carry,
but I think if people are
going to carry, they need
to learn a little about
guns and the law,"
Roberts said.
Most CCW permit
holders agree a good bit
of knowledge regarding
firearms and their usc is
important for carriers.

For the complete coverage
of the second article on
carrying
concealed
weapons, visit www.the·
news.o~.

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

Do~ w.

753•5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr.

Payne

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:
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Get Ready for Spring!

R A L P H Armar:'li·
RALPH LAUREN

kate spade BURBERRY

Tommy Hilfiger

Valentino

"Quality Eyecare
for t h e Entire Fan1ily. •·

At Calloway County Chiropractic, our

approach to total body wellness Wl11
• Neclc. shoulder or arm pain
keep you active and energized. Don't let . Tight muscles, numbness
pain keep you from enjoying the octiv~
• Sciatica
ties you love. Chiroprodic cx:lju~tments
can bring your body bock to its natural

305 N. 12th

stole, improving your body's balance,

University Squ are

performance and energy - ot work and
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753-MANE
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Dr. Scott Foster
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J ust up from the RSEC

• Pedicures
• Highlights
• A Whole New Look!

CHIROPRACTIC

Walk-Ins Wefetmre!

The School Relations Office...
Is now accepting applications for fall '05 student
telecounselors, who make phone calls to prospective
MSU students.
Works hours are Monday, Tuesday, Thursday from 4
p.m. - 8 p.m. and Wednesday from 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Applications are available In the School Relations
office located on the sth floor of Sparks Hall.

For more information, please contact
Faith Terry at 2349 or Erin Diel at 3580.

·A ttention

Seniors!
SENIOR BREAKFAST
will be held Wednesday, May 4,
at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom
Seniors and graduate students who are graduating
in May and August 2005 are invited to tne breakfast

Fall OF CHAaGI!
Students should RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no later than
Wednesday, April 27. Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50
from their department secretary or the Office of Student Affairs.

Students can RSVP via e-mail at studentaffairs@murraystate.edu

For more information contact the office at 762-6831

Now you don't have to get
dressed to get your news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
just a click away at

thenelftrs.org
>>

>
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Chief justice discusses voters, judges' views
prevents citizens from voting based on the party identification of a judge, he said
The popular television during his speech titled
show "Law & Order" could "Judicial Selection in the
depict the judicial selection Post-White Era."
on which Joseph E. Lambert
"The policy and rule makspoke Thursday at the ing courts of this country
annual Harry Lee Water- placed considerable authorfield Lecture.
ity to prevent abuse of the
"It is generally believed electoral process," Lambert
that the best method of judi- said.
cial selection and retention
The announce and pledge
are those that minimize and promise clauses limit
political
influence, the type of speech a candifavoritism and obligation," date can use during camLambert, the chief justice of paigns.
Kentucky Supreme Court,
"First, it prohibited candisaid.
dates from announcing
Kentucky has a non-parti- their views on disputed
san judicial ballot, which legal or political issues,''

RockeUe Gray
Contributing Writer

Erin Cummins/The News

Supreme Court Justice Joseph E. Lambert speaks
about judicial selection at the Waterfteld Distinguished Lecture on Aprill4 in the Currls Center.

lambert said. "Second, it
forbade candidates from
making pledges or promises
of conduct in office."
He said the process of
judicial campaigning teaches voters little about the
personal views of the candidates and the electoral decision.
Voters ultimately make
their decisions based on
name recognition, political
or family connections,
finances or some other
superficial bases, Lambert
said.
However, U.S Supreme
Court case Republican
Party of Minnesota v. White
may have changed the way

Ezell's ~b-

SUMMER BREAK PLANS'

cosmetolou A~

Lifeguarding?
Internship?
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OPEN SEVEN DAYS A
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64I
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CLUB

Pool Tournaments
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Come In for a new lookl
504 Maple St. • 753-472:5

Call 759-5648 for more details.
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200.S. 4th St. • Murray, Ky.

Classes ovolloble in Cosmetology & lnslruclor Training

Student Governtnent Association
Positions Available!
Applications for Student Judicial Board
Applications for Senate Chair Positions:

ake that short drive, you will be glad you did!
We want your businesscollege students are always welcome!
Every night Is a party!

~~

Look your best from head to toe with
hairstyles~ highlighting,
manicures, and pedicures!

www.coruerstoaecoffeehouseco.com
where you'll find our menu, our story,
and a list of upcoming events.

)
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MSU Students
Receive l 0% discount!

Visit us
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~
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today fa more lnfoonationl
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judges express their views,
he said.
"In 2002, it changed dramatically because of the
case of Minnesota v. White
that said the announce
clause of Minnesota was
unconstitutional because it
violated the First Amendment right of the candidate
to free speech," he said.
Judges seeking re-election
cannot have the degree of
independence with their
free speech like judges who
are serving a life tenure,
Lambert said.
For complete coverage of this
article on the Waterfield
Lecture, visit www.thenews.org.

Applications for Academic Colleges:

• Election ways & means
• University Affairs
• PUblication and Public Relations
(Web Page Manager)

• College of Education
• College of Health Science & Human Services
• College of Science, Engineering &
Technology

Applications due Monday, April 25 at noon In the SGA office.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL

762-6951

Located Off Hwy. 641 S. • Puryear, ln.
731-247-5794

c:CAur
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PC DOCTOR
•Hoose calls
•Component upgrades
• Software upgrades
•Repair
• Speed increases

• General maintenance
• Home Nei'Mxks installed and set up
•Custom bui~ computers
• Virus removal
• Popup's removed
• Custom built databases
• System and NetNork Coosultilg

PC DOCTOR
Mur~ay,

Ky.

270-226-9577

Is your super-fast computer
running slow?
Does ntake all day for
your computer to boot up?
Is your computer slow going from
Web page to Web page?
20 years experience wfth
Computers. Graduate of University
Of Louisville. Classes include A+,
Net+, MCSE, MCDBA, Access,
SOL Server, and Visual Basic.net.

the_pcdoctor@charter.net

Positions available!
The Murray State News is now
accepting applications for fall 2005!
Available openings are:

2005 t:ord F- 1 5 0

and Other Great Vehicles!

$5·oo cash bonus
AU new offer for college and trade school students, re.c ent grads
and graduate students

Play Ford's 1'define your prize" giveaway!
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To apply, stop by 111 Wilson Hall
or for more information. call 762-4468.
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VOID IN FLORIDA AND WHERE PROHIBlTED. Promotion ends 6/30/2005. For Official Rules. prize descriptions and odds disclosure, visit www.fordcollegehq.com. Sponsor:
ford Motor Company, One American Road, Dearborn, foil 481l6.
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Students perform during 47th annual event
music," Shepard, senior from Wildwood.
Mo
.. said. "That's my favorite part."
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org
Aside from minor sound problems, she said
the evening went well.
From the African desert in "The Lion King"
"Everything was awesome and so much
to the Austrian hills in "The Sound of Music," better than I ever imagined," Shepard said.
the community enjoyed a variety of perforShe said she would like to sec more sororimances Wednesday in the Quad.
ties, fraternities and residential colleges parSeveral students, faculty, staff and Murray ticipate in 2006.
residents gathered to watch 16 groups show"More participation would be great, but
case their talents in the University's 47th this year was definitely 100 percent better
annual All Campus Sing on the steps of
than last year's (performance)
Lovett Auditorium.
because of participation.''
The groups participated in one of five diviShepard said.
sions: independent, sorority, fraternity, resiThe
All
dential college and non-competitive.
Campus Sing
Each group performed themed selections,
winners were
ranging from Alpha Sigma Phi's "Relationdisclosed after
ships," to Tau Kappa Epsilon's "Video
the Student GovGarnes," featuring Mario and Luigi, to
ernment AssociaAlpha Omicron Pi's "The Sound of
tion
election
Music."
results
were
The International Student group in
announced.
the independent division received a
Th c
standing ovation of sorts as the audience
Honors
rose to its feet for the group's "National
Program
Anthems" closer, "The Star-Spangled Banwon first
ner."
place in the
Kristen Shepard, All Campus Sing
independent
coordinator and director of Sigma
division
Alpha Iota's program, said she
started planning the event in
October 2004.
"It's so great to spread
music around campus
and have everybody
come out and be so
excited about

Stephanie Salmons

with its "School House Rock"-themed performance. The group sang some of the program's classic songs, including "Conjunction
Junction," "Interplanet Janet" and ''I'm Just a
Bill," complete with a group member in costume sitting "on Capitol Hill."
The Alpha Gamma Delta "Weather Girls"
took fust place in the sorority division as the
performers dressed in bright-colored raincoats and shirts as they sang "weather"
songs, including "Tomorrow," from Annie,
and "Winter Wonderland."
During the group's performance of "It's
Raining Men," three male students wearing
boxer shorts and smiles came out of the auditorium twirling umbrellas in front of themselves, initially appearing naked to the audience.
Murray State's own versions of Joliet and
Elwood Blues starred in Sigma Phi Epsilon's
first-place winning performance in the fraternity division.
The ''Sig Ep's on a Mission from God"themed performance featured the members
dressed in Blues Brothers-esque clothing white dress shirts, black pants, black ties,
black top hats and black sunglasses - dancing
the "mashed potato," the "monkey" and other
steps.
Jacob Savage, a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon and sophomore from Lexington,
Mass., said he and his fraternity brothers
were ecstatic when they were announced as
the winners in their division.
"l wouldn't mind doing it again," Savage
said. "We worked on this for so long, everyday and some weekends. All the hard work
paid off."
The Hester College "Newsies" won
the residential college division. To give
the audience an authentic "Newsies"
feel, members dressed like cast members from the musical, complete with
earth-toned clothing and suspenders.
The group got into the performance by
acting out scenes from the movie.
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said he was pleased with
the 16 group turnout but would like to see
more participation in the future.
Robertson said All Campus Sing has
a long tradition at the University and holds
significant importance for alumni.
Said Robertson: "When they think back on
traditions of the University, this is one of
them."

~StndeaM
Dlreetm:Pim~

Theme: Nadcmll A.utheml

Jessica Moore, freshman from Dexter, Mo.,
perfonns 'lnterplanet Janet' from 'School
House Rock' with members of the Honors
Program during All Campus Sing Wednesday. The Honors Program won in the lodependent Division of the program. Alpha
Gamma Delta, Bester College and Sigma
Phi EpsUon won their divisions.

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

(Above) Reaching Higher signs to 'Who Am I' by Casting Crows during their performance.

nE QUAD SQUAD

by Robert Duckett

EY SON, DO YOU
AVE PLANS THIS
SUMMER?

-

WHERE DO I SIGN UP?
ON THE DOTTED
LINE. SON.
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aylor/The New:.

Michael Siebert, freshman from Belleville, lll., leads Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity members
while dancing to 'Shake Ya Tailfeatber' during their Blues Brothers-style performance
titled 'Sig Eps on a Mission from God.'

•

In

Frin Cummins/The

New~

Jessica Stone, sophomore from Paducah, sings Alicia Keys' 'If I Ain't Got
You' during the Black Student Council's All Campus Sing performance.

Rashod Taylor/file Nt•ws

Members of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority donned raincoats and bats to sing 'It's Raln.Uig Men' during their All Campus Sing performance titled 'Weather Girls.'

Rashod Taylor/The News

Reggie Shaw, Residence' Director from Regents College and graduate student from Paducah, belts out the
opening lyrics of 'Circle of Life' from 'The Lion King.'
Regents College's theme was Disney classics•

•
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mmmslrlle News

Thai students hold their nation's flag while singing the Thai national anthem. Other International students
from various countries wait their turn to sing their respective countries national anthem. The group closed its
performance by singing 'The Star Spangled Banner.'
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Show features student talent

• Friday

Junior Recital
6:30
p.m., lacy Elizabeth Fields
Hinkebein, soprano, Staff Writer
free admission, Per· efields@thenews.org
forming Arts Hall
From watercolors and oil
• Saturday paintings to sculptures and
Freedom Run
graphic designs, members of
8 a.m., registration
the Organization of Murray
9 a.m., SK run, $15 fee Art Students filled the Clara
9:30 a.m., children's M. Eagle Gallery with their
mile run, $5 fee, cor· creations for the student
ner,ofl5th Street and show Friday.
Olive Boulevard
Friday marked the opening
of the student show
night
• Sunday
OMAS
members organized.
Concert
Artists
chose
their favorite
4 p.m., Voices of
pieces
from
their
collections
Praise, free admis·
then,
an
outside
juror
judged
sion, dance lounge.
the
work
to
decide
if the
Curris Center
pieces will be displayed in the
• Monday
show.
OMASShpw
"It is just a great opportuni8 a.m., art show open ty for the students to show off
until May 6, Clara their hard work," Sarah HenM. Eagle Gallery
rich, director of University
galleries,
said. "They get to
• Thesday
have
some
confirmation from
Finals Preparation
someone
outside Murray
7:30 p.m., to RSVP
to
verify
that it is good....
State
call 762-6836, MultiOMAS
is
an
organizatiQn
of
cultural Center, Cur·
nearly
40
students
who
meet
ris Center
about every two weeks to
• Wednesday draw live models or to try different artistic techniques.
Master's Recital
8
p.m.,
Jeffrey Students do not have to be
Specht, tuba, free members to participate in the
admission, Perform- meetings, but did pay a $5 fee
ing Arts Hall
to participate in the OMAS
art show.
• Thursday
Aminda Moore. sophomore
"Rock the Drag"
from Witt, Ill., went to the
7 p.m., drag show, opening ceremony because
benefit for AIDS, $5
admission, Curris
Center Theater

she wanted to see the talent
of her fellow students.
"l definitely do not have
that kind of ability to create
such life like and detailed
works of art, but I'm really
impressed by those students
who can," she said.
Moore also said she liked
connecting artists' faces with
their collections.
"It was pretty interesting
because, many times, the
artist and their art really represented each other well," she
said.
Sarah Henrich said the art
show is just like other Murray
State events because students
come out to support their
peers and their talent.
"Murray State students
showed up for the show just
like they would show up to a
football game." Henrich said.
"They go to acknowledge
those who are playing (in the
game) and honor all the hard
work they are putting into it."
At the beginning of the
awards ceremony, Dick
Dougherty, chairman of the
art department, acknowledged many members of
OMAS and their talent by
presenting them with scholarships.
A faculty panel chose the
recipients based on their specialized areas, specific guidelines and ability to fill those
guidelines.

Afterward, OMAS officers
took the stage to present
another set of awards to fellow artists.
Rewards ranged from a free
burger from Backyard Burger
to a set of shampoo and conditioner. The officers ·handed
out these awards because
they thought it would give
them a chance to recognize
more artists.
Robert Spees, junior from
Paducah and OMAS president. said it was a challenge
to get the show up and run·
ning in time because of some
unusual setbacks.
"We pretty much had to get
things up and running by ourselves," he said. "However,
we all learned a lot because of
it."
Some of the setbacks
included Sarah Henrich coming down with pneumonia
and a juror canceling. Henrich usually helps set up the
gallery once the art has been
chosen, but, because she was
at home recovering, OMAS
members had to figure it out
on their own.
"We had to learn a lot as we
went along because of all the
unexpected stuff," Spees said.
"But I think it was good for us
because we did learn a lot
about the behind the scenes
action."
Despite the complications,
OMAS officers and artists

Erin Curnmlns/Tile News
Ann Flowers' 'The Beauty Fame' Is made from materials

she found and then silkscreenecL Flowers, senior from
Columbia, was one of many students w ho used other
media to make some of the art p ieces including ceramics,
printmaking, painting and photography.
considered the event a success.
The OMAS Show: Murray
Art Students will remain on
display until May 6. Artists

encourage Murray
dents to visit the
Eagle Gallery on
floor of the Doyal
Building.

State stuClara M.
the sixth
Fine Arts

Massage therapist new addition to wellness center facilities

•April ~9

,

Dance Concert
7 p.m.. "Fircstorm,"
free with Racercard,
adults $10, faculty
and staff $8, Saturday
at 7 p.m., Sunday at
2:30 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre

Tyler Moore

massages and stress relief.
"College is stressful for stuStaff Writer
tmoore@thenews.org
dents, faculty and staff,"
Kameil Gingles, licensed masFor students stressed out sage therapist from Body
during the last few weeks of Haven, said. "This is a time to
class, the Susan E. :Bau-ern- really de-stress and leave
feind Student Recreation and your worries at the door."
Wellness
Center offers a
• April30
As a joint venture between
solution.
the wellness center and Body
Senior Recital
The wellness center now Haven, Gingles will offer
6:30& ·p1m:, Davia
has
a licensed massage thera- Swedish relaxation massages,
Waters, tenor, free
pist
to work with students deep tissue massages, acuadmission, Performand
provide
various types of pressure, aromatherapy and
ing Arts Hall

hot stone body treatments.
Prices range from $25 for a
half-hour massage to $45 for a
one-hour full·b~dy massage.
"I knew that the wellness
center was a neat facility, and
I thought this would be a
excellent opportunity and an
awesome way to expand what
they had to offer," Gingles
said.
Gingles contacted Corky
Broughton, wellness center
director and chair of the

department of wellness and
therapeutic .services, to see if
he wanted to offer massages
at the wellness center, and
students also suggested the
idea.
"We had three individuals
suggest having someone offer
them," Broughton said. "We
thought it would be a good
idea."
Broughton said until thl!
wellness center explores all
of its avenues, they don't

know what services they are
going to continue.
"At the wellness center, we
are always open to suggestions, students can feel free to
contact us and we will be
more than happy to try to
accommodate those needs,''
Broughton said.
Massages are offered Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.
For an appointment call
Kamiel Gingles at Body
Haven at 767-0045.

COMPLETE FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS
All hanc.l bags 40% oft:
ju,t in ttm<" fi•r Mother's Oay.

~ ~rJ~)• ...... l.abp@}• l

April l3 - May 7

Fo1'ltllll Wear, Limousines and Vans

Huny in while selection is l,'l.l(ld!

304 Main St • Murray • 759-5000

~lUlU~

-----·

416 Main St. • 753-0859
/"""-·

.

Weddings, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Anniversaries
J-888-FOR MRJS
ToU Free Nationwide
t-888-9LUXURY
1·888-367-6757
www.nuj1ladyjs.com
1·888-958-9879

~~

~

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Cristina Garcia
& Peter O'Rourke
Whitney Morris
& Mike Cooper

Julia Wilson
& Mitch Ryan

Lane Dennison
& David Richardson

laura De Berry
& Chad Thomsbrough
Danielle Belt

Custom·made ror Mother
Orrlt>r O..adllnels April 27.

l .c't' .Jc·\\c·lr\
\rt j..,,lll--

&James Lane

305-D N. 12th St.
University Square

Brandi Wilson
& Steve Wilson

759 . 1141

Amber Aleunder
& Will Ryan

Misty Ernstberger
& Tracy Dunn
Jessica ~moos
& ROS$ Molle
Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver

Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd

• Average credit (not
• Presenlly
Employed

• 1QOt..t loan. no money
• Flexible. forgiving program
• Excelll!nt fixed ra1e - 30 yr.

Hours

Mon. · Tlu's.
8

a.m. · 10 P.m.

8

Fri. & Sat.
a.m. . 9 p.m.

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333
753-3853
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Students create social networks through Facebook
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant College Life Editor
ecawcin@thenews.arg

It's social networking
without business cards.
TheFacebook, which Harvard University student
Mark Zuckerberg started as
a way for Harvard students
to connect outside the classroom, went public Feb. 4,
2004, spreading first to
other Ivy League universities and then to institutions
across the nation, according
to thefacebook.com. It
allows students to search
for former high school
classmates and friends, join
interest groups and obtain
contact information.
Murray State's inclusion
in the national network
came after the creation of
the Murray Facebook, an
imitation
Web
site
www.collegefacebook.com
runs, offered to dozens of
other universities not yet
included in the Facebook.
Murray State, like many
of the schools using the College Facebook, was invited
to join the real thing in the
last wave of expansion.
Though Alex Griendling,
sophomore from Elizabethtown, had amassed more
than 200 friends on the
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courte$y of 1
.com
After lo gging on to theFacebook, students fill in inform a t ion for a pr ofile tha t is visible to all Murray State
students and friends from o ther schools.
Murray Facebook. he was fact that I take the national
glad to finally be a part of one halfway seriously."
the national network.
His primary objective
"l enjoy using the national with the Murray Facebook
Faccbook much more than was to have as many friends
the local Murray Facebook," as possible. He said of his
Gricndling said. "If there's 230 friends on the Murray
any one measure of my Facebook, he only knew
enjoyment. it's probably the about 30 of them. For

"(Through the Murray
Griendling, the key difference between the two Web Facebook) I was able to get
sites is the networking in touch with individuals
between schools.
who I've met here at Murray
"Since I'm taking this one and even began talking and
seriously, 1 don't have an hanging out again with peoabsurd number of friends," ple that I hadn't talked to in
Griendling said. "As of a while," Vaughn said.
(Monday), I have 68 friends,
Vaughn had accumulated
spread throughout the Unit- more than 25 friends on the
site, and now on theFaceed States.
"I don't think there is a book she boasts close to 50,
comparison between the with friends at Ball State,
Murray Facebook and the- Mississippi State and the
Facebook," he said. "Mur- University of Kentucky.
"I have to admit theFaceray's missed the point. The
best part of my national book is much better overall
account is that I can easily because I can add friends
keep in touch with all my from my hometown who
friends, something I can't do went to other schools," she
using the Murray Face· said. "It's just another way
to keep in touch with those I
book."
Griendling also said he met here and those I knew
liked the site because of the prior to Murray."
Vaughn also said the site
possible advantages of such
may
have
networking
social networks.
''The main purpose of advantages in the post-bacFacebook is to develop your calaureate world.
own network amongst col"Since I am graduating in
lege students who will one May, I am glad to have this
day enter the job market site ' because it provides
with you," he said. "By some easy contact in order
developing a good network, to keep up with my friends'
the theory is, I may have a lives," she said. "I know
better chance at fmding a there is the phone and email and all of that, but I
job out of school."
Cija Vaughn, senior from hate the phone."
Beyond the national
Paducah, was also a Murray
Facebook user prior to the- aspect, another key differFacebook's arrival.
ence between the two Web

sites is security. Any Murray State student can view
another University student's profile, but, to see profiles of students at other
schools, users must confirm
each other as a friends.
TheFacebook also invites
users to organize parties
through Facebook and create groups such as the "I
Love Los Portales" group or
the "I Hate People Who
Take the Elevator to the
Second Floor in Faculty
Hall" group. The groups to
which users belong are listed on their profile, which
also lists users' courses,
friends at Murray State and
friends nationwide.
Students can also do some
online flirting by "poking"
another user. T he user will
receive a message alerting
them of the poke and have
the option of poking back.
When the Murray Facebook
started,
Alex
Griendling said it w ould be
a trend that quickly fa,ded.
Now, with the introduction of theFacebook. he may
have changed his tune.
"It's pretty addictive, at
least th us far," Grie ndling
said. "My interest may
decline over time, but, right
now, I'm getting a kick out
of it."

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - -- • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

• Web site

1. The Massacre
50 Cent
2. The Firs~ Lady
Faith Evans
3. Guero
Beck
4. Now l8
Various Artists
s. Pleasure and Pain
112

1. The AmityviOe Horror

1. Candy Shop
50 Cent featuring Olivia
2. Hate It Or Love It
The Game featuring 50 Cent
3. Since U Been Gone
Kelly Clarkson
4. Lonely
Akon
S. Obsession (No Es Amor)
Baby Bash

l. The Incredlbles

L No Place like H ome

t exasholdem-poker.com
This Web site is a poker
resource page to get strategies to improve your game.
The strategy pages show
essentials on how to
improve
and
increase
chances of success. Topics
covered include how to
bluff, bet and w ho a nd
where to play. The site also
has links to online poker
rooms.

2. Sahara
3. Fever Pitch
4. Sin City
S. Guess Who

Source: Billboard.com

Source: movies/nytimes.com

(wldescreen)

Mary Higgins Clark
2. The Mermaid Chair
2. Closer
Sue Monk Kidd
3. Reve nge of the Sith
3. The Jncredlbles (pan and Matthew Stover
scan)
4. The Da Vmci Code
Dan Brown
S. Saturday
4. Afte r the Sunset
Jan McEwan
S. Finding Ne verland
I
•'
Source: Billboard.com

Source: Billboard.com

Source: nytimes.com

Premier Mini Storage
All Sizes Available NOW!

.753-9600

Students, why drag all your stuff home
and back again? Store your stuff!

Indoor Climate Control
Now taking summer reservations!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 monthly
Air conditioned units
We rent U-Hauls
Controlled access
On site manager
We sellboxes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Video surveillance
Pest control
Behind Goody's
No deposit required
Open seven days a week
Across from The Big Apple!

Ask about lower rates on New Upstairs Units!
Premier Mini Storage • 644 N 12th St. • Murray
www.hillsborocompanies.com

r-----~-------~--------------------,

:Free Padlock When You Move In!:

i

Premier Mini Storage

i

:

Coupon good through May 31, 2005
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Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdL~hon@thcnews.org

The shuffling of cards and
the clamor of poker chips
filled Bcshear Gym Saturday as Alpha Gamma Delta
hosted its first Alpha
"Gam"-bling No Limit
Texas Hold'em Poker Tournament.
Jaenichen,
Rachacl
!'Ophomore from Baltimore
and Alpha Gam philanthropy chairperson, organized the event.
Jaenichcn said the sorority chose to host a poker
tournament because of the
game's popularity.
"(Students) are playing
the game with their friends
so why not let them play to
1

I

Jaenichen said. "(The tournament) had 38 people who
actually played. We were
really happy with the
turnout."
retailers
and
Local
help others?" Jaenichen restaurants donated prizes,
said. "(Participants) can which included everything
enjoy playing and know from gift certificates to car
they arc helping someone care products, for the tourelse."
nament.
Registration for the tourKevin Farrel, senior from
nament began April 4 and Benton, Ill., provided poker
required a $20 entry fee. chips to help Alpha Gam
Competitors began the with the event. He also
tournament with an equal moderated the "blind strucamount of chips, and they ture" game play, which he
were eliminated from the said is essential in tournacompetition when their ment play because it helps
chips ran out.
with
the
elimination
All proceeds from the process.
tournament went to the
Farrel, who works at HarAlpha Gamma Delta Foun- rah's Casino in Metropolis.
dation, which helps support Ill., said be has become
diabetes research and juve- . familiar with the game of
nile diabetes education pro- Texas Hold'em during the
grams.
past year.
"For a first-time event
"(Poker) has been populike this, people were really lar since the World Series
(responsive)
to
it," of Poker in 2003," be said.
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"It is a really thriUing game Delta and their philanonce you get involved with thropy.''
it."
Sara Swiney, senior from
Farrel said playing poker 'Poplar Bluff. Mo. and presirequires risk-taking and dent of the Murray chapter
skiJl to master the game.
of Alpha Gamma Delta, said
"Poker is kind of rough the tournament roster was
because it \s based on luck," not limited to Murray State
he said.
students.
Matt Brandon, junior
She said professors and
from Clarksville, Tenn., is members of the Murray
no stranger to the chaJlenge community also participatof the game.
ed in the tournament.
"It is all about survival,"
She said the event raised
Brandon said. "It is all nearly $1,000, and its sucabout getting the right cess gives the tournament a
cards."
good chance of becoming a
Brandon, who just started bigger event in the future.
playing in 2004, made it to
"It makes me feel very
the final table in the compe- good just to give any
tition and finished in fourth amount of money (to our
place.
philanthropy),"
Swiney
However, Brandon said said.
he wasn't playing for glory
Rachael Jaenichen said
or prizes.
she hopes the event will
"There was no money continue to grow and
prize," Brandon said. "The spread to other groups and
main reason why I was organizations on campus.
playing (Saturday) was to
"I want everyone to get
help out Alpha Gamma involved because diabetes

•W- Nate Metqer,
. . . . fiom Plducah

•- -Matt BrandoD.

~am CWrbvil1e.

Texm.

affects everyone," she said.
"It may not affect you or me
(directly), but it affects
someone we know. We'd
like for the whole campus
to get involved."

Undecided about your major ? Looking for a degree with
outstanding internships & career opportunities?
A(:counting is the No. I college major according to the National
Association of Colleges and Employers!

I

TTING

Accountants today hold various titles in the busjness world:
_Fraud Investigator
_Financial Anal)'st
_lnfonnation Systems Consultant
_Tnx Planning Specialist
_Certified Public

_Personal Financial Planner
_Chief Financial Officer
_Corporate Conlmller
_IRS Revenue Agent
Accountant

Consider the facts:
I . Accounting majors are the most recruited students on college campuses,
2. Average starting salaries are $45.000 (Nationally).
3. An accounting degree will prepare you for a dynamic, exciting and rewarding career.

Sound interesting? Murray State offers accounting degrees with options in
finance, information systems, and rmancial planning. For more information,
' visit the department of accounting at www.murraystatc.edu or contact Dr.
Don Chamberlain at 270.762.4297or don.charnberlain@murraystate.cdu.
~~ -r ~ 11 "'~ ~ '"\ .,.
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Public Ivy Urlivf!rSity
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Look for our lotion and product specials!
Shampoo, Cut, and Style $24

Bring a friend and save!
Get a month of unlimited tanning when you

TAN 2 for $50
(Please call for additional details)

811 N. 12th St. # A • Murray, Ky • 759-3343
MSU Student Discount

Extended Tanning Hours

~

---

STEPHANIE'S
Ca6al'fll
Open Monday - Saturday
noon- 3 a.m.

Nightly Specials!
Come see our dream
team of entertainers!
3401 Clarks RiVer Rd. • Paducah, Ky.
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SPORTS

Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeartl
Assistant Sports EdJtor: Brittany Renfro
Phone: 762-4481

Lance leaves
cycling world
in good shape
The cycling world received a blow
Monday when Lance Armstrong said
he would retire after this year's Tour
de France, but the real knockout may
not come until July 25.
If all goes as planned for the brash
Texan, he will mosey down the
streets of the Champs-Elysees with a
champagne glass in one hand and
seventh straight title in the other. The
final stage of this year's Tour is July
24, and anyone who has come across
Armstrong knows he wants nothing
more than to win another title.
Unfortunately
for the cycling
world, he also
appears to want
nothing more than
time with his children and girlfriend
Sheryl
Crow.
No athlete has
done more for a
sport than Lance
Armstrong.
Cyclists may just
Nathan
consider July 25 Clinkenbeard
and every day
Sports Editor
after A.L.: After
Lance. As a cyclist, I share a small
fear of how Americans will perceive
the sport when Lance bids it adieu,
but, in the end, cycling will be fine.
Before his first win in 1999, no one
bad really heard of Lance Armstrong
other than he had been a rising cyclist
before he was diagnosed with testicular cancer, and was attempting a
comeback. We saw images of a broken, pale, bald Lance pedaling with
monitors sticking every which way
out of his body, hoping one day he
could return to the ro~d.
'
He made a comeback indeed, and,
with every Tour de France, the legend of Lance Armstrong snowballed.
People became cyclists because they
watched Lance destroy everyone and
everything in his path. He was a man
who wouldn't let cancer beat him,
and others wanted to emulate him.
I am one of those people who were
lured into cycling. I did my first
triathlon in 2000 and really got into
cycling when I was a senior in high
school. One thing is for sure, 1 won't
be hanging my bike up on July 25. I'm
hooked for life because of Lance.
As a cyclist he has become a legend
of his sport, but as a cancer survivor,
he has spearheaded a campaign of
mega-proportions to promote cancer
awareness and raise money to help
fmd a cure.
The LiveStrong bracelets have
turned into a fad that has enabled
other organizations to do the same
thing Armstrong has. Some bracelets
out there are more of a fad, but, for
me and many others like me, it's a
reminder. It reminds me of those
afflicted with cancer, and that I
should live my life to the fullest every
second of every day. It's pretty rare
for an athlete to dominate a sport and
teach life lessons to millions of peo~
ple around the world.
No doubt, cycling will miss Lance
Armstrong, but, like Lance, it will
grow even stronger and succeed.
The whole cycling world will just
need to look down the road to see the
word "LiveStrong."

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

The Sports Line...
Murray State Events

TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
NCAA Baseball
Ohio State at Michigan

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Playoffs
First Round, Teams TBA

Saturday: ESPN @ 11 a.m.
2005 NFL Draft
Rounds 1-3

Sunday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
Sunday Night Baseball
Athletics at Angels

...

Today: Track and Field
Vanderbilt Track
Vanderbilt Invitational

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Reagan Field
Tennessee Tech at Murray St.
Sunday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Reagan Field
Tennessee Tech at Murray St.

-
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Weekend
Women's tennis team loses battle in title match trip finishes
with splash

Heartbreaker
DanTepe

An impor tant matchup was the
No. 5 singles competit ion as
Casady Pruitt took the first set 63 against Jeanne de Wet but lost
the second 4-6.
T he battle for a singles point
went to a third-set tiebreaker,
with de Wet coming out on top

Staff Writer

dcepe@thenews.org

The women's tennis team saw
a successful season come to an
end Sunday after a 3-4 loss to
No. 1 seed Tennessee-Martin
Skyhawks in the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship finals
in Nashville.
The second-seeded Racers
entered the finals with a fivematch winning streak and lost
only one point during the
stretch.
uour confidence level was
high and so were our expectat ions prior to the finals," sophomore Anna Lask said.
Tennessee-Martin was on a
mission following its 2004 conference finals loss to Samford.
This season, the •Skyhawks finished undefeated in conference
play and earned a spot in the
NCAA Championship.
In doubles play, Lask and
senior Jaclyn Leeper lost a No.2
doubles 8-4 to Sari Nortjc and
Katrina Domela. Sophomore
Rachael Lask and freshman
Whitney Robards dropped their
· match at No.3 doubles to Jeanne
de Wet and Gayatri Ramcsh 8-2.
The Skyhawks' doubles sweep
earned it the doubles win and a
one point advantage heading
into singles.

7-5.

}aclyn Leeper , senior from Paducah, races to hit a backhand in
the mat ch against Eastern Kentucky Aprl12. The team finished
second in the OVC tournament to Tennessee-Martin.
In singles play, the Racers won
at No. 1 and No. 2 singles. Anna
Lask defeated Nortje 6-1, 6-3, and
Leeper beat Ramesh 6-2, 6-0.
Nortje's singles loss marked
her first of the season at No. 1
singles for the OVC Player of the
Year.

"Lask was so psyched up,"
Nortje said. "Every time she won
a point, you thought she won the
match."
Rachael Lask won at No.4 singles to wrap up the Racers' scoring, defeating Katrina Domcla 75,6-2.

Despite the team's loss in the
finals, Anna Lask knows the
team members gave everything
they had.
"We played our hearts out, and
it was kind of a letdown to lose
in the fi nals but we truly gave it
our all," Lask said. "We had a
bumpy road toward the e nd of
the season. but overcame a lot
and showed heart in the tournament."
The Racers finished its 2005
season with an overall record of
15-7 and an 8-1 record in conference play.
Leeper was named to the AllOVC First Team, and Anna Lask
made the Second Team.
T hree Tennessee Martin players earned First Team status,
and Skyhawks' Head Coach Dennis Taylor was named OVC
Coach of the Year.
Anna Lask is looking forward
to a new challenge next season.
Said Lask: "We're losing three
girls, and it is going to provide a
time to rebuild and improve
some of the younger players."

Three OVC rounds end in losses for men's tennis team
Brittany Renfro

In the first round of
competition Friday, the
brPn[ro@thenews.org
Racers lost to No. 2 seed
Morehead State 5-0.
Zamjaoui lust at the No.
The men's tennis team
closed its 2004-05 season 1 singles position when he
last weekend after losing was given a pl!nalty and
I three rounds to Morehead was forced to forfeit to
Stat~ Tennessee-Martin
n pponent Greg Johnson,
ana Austin Peay in the who won the first set 7-5,
Ohio Valley Conference Morgan said.
At No. 3 singles, freshTournament in Nashville.
Although the team lost man Yuri Pompcu was
its matches, junior Fadi defeated 6-2, 6-3. and
Zamjaoui was named to junior Jeff Lester lost at
the All-OVC Second No. 4 singles 6-1, 6-1.
Team Sunday at the Cen- Sophomore Clayton Clark
tennial Sportsplex in was defeated at No. 6 sinNashville.
gles 6-1, 6-0 while the
Zamjaoui went 2-1 in Racers also lost both douthe singles competition of bles points.
"Although the scores
the tournament and 2-0 in
doubles as Murray State's don't show it, the tlrst
match was our best,"
No.1 seed.
Senior Chris Morgan is Morgan said. "The last
the only player from the two matches we could
team who will not play have played better, and
the last we should have
next season.
"As the only senior on a won."
team made of mostly
Murray State moved
freshmen and sopho- into second-round play
mores, it has been a tough Saturday against Tenyear," Morgan said. "Last nessee-Martin where the
year, we had three seniors Racers fell to the Skyand a junior, and that hawks 4-l.
At No. 1 singles, Zammade all the difference
when it came time for the jaoui won 6·0, 6-1 while
tournament."
Morgan lost to the No. 2
Freshman Hunter Ger- single match 6-1, 6-1.
lach played for the Racers Lester lost the No. 4 sinat the No. 2 position dur- gles match 7-6, 6-3. and
ing the tournament and Clark was defeated at No.
agrees having a young 6 singles 6-0. 7-5.
team was an obstacle.
Morgan and %amjaoui
• "As a young team play- won the No. 1 doubles
ing in a big tournament, it match 8-6 in the eightwas a slow start for us," game pro set, and PomGerlach said. "Once we peu and Gerlach lost at
played a few matches, we No. 2 doubles 8-5. Clark
built our confidence and and Lester were defeated
were ready to play to at No. 3 doubles 8·6. giving Tennessee-Martin the
win.''
Assistant Sports Editor

!

Ricky Agostinffhe News

Freshman Yuri Pompeo from Sovacaba, Brazil, sprints to get to the ball
Aprilll in the match against Austin-Peay University. The men's tennJs team
was defeated in three rounds of last weekend's OVC tournament.
doubles point 2-1.
In the third and final
round of play for the Racers. Austin Peay defeated
Murray State Sunday for
the seventh-place spot 43.

"Most of the matches
were really close, and
there were a few we could
have pulled out," Gerlach
said. "J think what challenged us most was that
we don't have the experience that other teams do."
To tighten the score
against the Governors,
Zamjaoui won the No. I

singles match 6-3,6-2, and
Lester won the No. 4 singles 6-3, 6·2.
Morgan lost the No. 2
singles position 4-6, 6-2,
6-4 in a competitive
match while Pompeu
dropped his match at No.
3 singles 6·1, 6-l. Gerlach
lost at No.5 singles 4-6. 64, 4-0. and senior Craig
Jacobs lost at No. 6 singles 6-2, 6·3.
The Racers turned the
tables when it came to the
doubles com petition, winning both points. Morgan
and Zamjaoui won the

No. 1 doubles position 8-4,
and Gerlach and Pompeu
won the No. 2 doubles 8-

2.
Returning Racers w ill
take a week off, and then
begin training for the
su mmer, w he n many
me mbers of the team will
play tournaments on their
own, Gerlach said.
Morgan said: "I have no
doubt that this team will
continually improve. T his
school and the OVC
should watch out for
Murray State in the next
few years."
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Jon Holden is the outdoor columnist
for The Murray State News, e-mail
him at jholden@thenews.org

r-----------,

Lany & Lynda Warc:t
BanyWatd
BUS: 270-492-6144
FAX: 2 70-492-6248

MAIN STREET l\1USIC
2 10 l\1nin St reet

AND ELECTRIC

AMPS -KEYBOARDS AND MORE

MAINSTREETGUITARS.COM

Hours: Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday Noon-4 p.m.

-

Last weekend was an eventful and
busy weekend for me because I wen t
turkey hunting and crappie fishing.
I woke up early on Saturday and
went to my uncle's bouse to pick him
up for our trip to Whitlock, Tenn. for
some good turkey hunting.
When we arrived, I decided to hunt
on the back of our Land while my
uncle bunted on the front of the land.
We sat there for what seemed like all
day trying to call in some turkeys,
but just as I was going to call it quits
for the day, I saw four hens walk up.
After calling a
little more, I saw
a jake approaching me. When
the jake walked
into range, l realized it had a large
beard, and all I
could think about
was how ·I had to
bag this one. So I
called a little
more and it was
Jon
time to shoot. I
Holden
picked up the
Outdoor Columnist
gu n slowly and
carefully aimed and shot. As soon as
I shot the turkey went right to the
ground.
·
After I had loaded my gear and the
turkey onto the four-wheeler, 1 was
heading back to the truck when I
heard my uncle fire his gun. W hen I
arrived at his ground blind, he loaded
his turkey and gear on the fourw heeler and we went back to the
truck. We left our bunting land and
checked in our turkeys and then
wen t home.
On Sunday, I opted to leave the
guns behind and go fishing with my
dad. The wind was calm and the fish
were biting great. When the wind
picked up in the afternoon, we saw
some older guys from Missouri comiPS ,toward our boat with a huge
shade u mbrella.
T he wind caught the umbrella just
as they were starting to catch some
fish, sending it across all their poles.
The fishing poles flew into the water,
and the umbrella floated away from
their boat.
The guys then had to catch all their
poles before they could track down
their umbre lla. As one of the guys
reached for a pole, he fell into the
Jake and his fishing buddy had to pull
him back into the boat. Needless to
say, we were laughing really hard at
all of this, but when we turned to
look at our poles, my dad had hooked
a catfish.
The catfish had tangled our lines
into a big knot while we were watching the commotion going on in the
boat beside us. So, as we were untan~
gling our lines, we saw the other guys
had finally gotten their umbrella
back and left. We hit our limit of 60
fish around 2 p.m. and decided to
head back to the dock. At the dock
there were some guys talking abou t
how they could not catch fish. So
after we cleaned our fish they asked
us how we caught the fish and we
told some of our secrets but not all.
After that we went home.
I have found out some thins that
work in the spring time. We use red
and chartreuse, blue and chartreuse
with a black head, and blue and
white. These are just some of the
things that we use.

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
I
I
I Coupon must be presented for redemption.

L------ ---- - ..
C 2004 Blockbuster Inc.

•
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Golf teams compete in OVC tourney 'Breds bea~ Eagles in first game,
total of 582, just one stroke
behind frrst-place Austin Peay.
dtepe@thenews.org
Samford finished the second
round in third with a total of
The Murray State men's and 583.
women's golf teams competed
Junior Jamie Frazier fmished
in the Ohio Valley Conference with the lowest round of day
Championship earlier this two with a four-under 68.
week and turned in third and
The Racers could not pull it
fourth-place fmishes, respec- together in time for the third
tively.
round. Murray State fmished
On the men's side, the Racers with a three-round total of 879,
settled into a second-place tie two shots behind second-place
with Eastern Kentucky and Austin Peay and six strokes
Southeast Missouri State after behind frrst·time OVC Champiday one with Samford in first on Samford. The Racers have
place.
not won a conference champiThe Colonels and the Red- onship since 1991
hawks faded in the second
Frazier placed second indiround as Austin Peay pulled vidually in the conference tourthemselves into the champi- nament, earning him All-OVC
onship picture. Murray State Championship Tournament
and Samford joined the Gover- Team honors. Junior Kyle
nors as all three teams were Shirley was named to the Allwithin one shot of each other OVC First Team. Shirley tied
going into the third and fmal for eighth place in the tournaround.
ment.
The Racers moved into secThe women's team finished
ond place with a two-round strongly, firing a third-round

DanTepe

Staff Writer

best 310. The Racers recovered
from a difficult frrst round to
finish fourth overall after end·
ing the frrst round in sixth.
The Racers finished with a
three-round total of 978. Jacksonville State won the championship with a score of 956. The
OVC Championship is the first
for the Gamecocks, but the
Racers' fourth-place finish
snaps the team's three-year run
as conference champions.
Brittainy Klein of Eastern
Kentucky won the individual
title with an overall score of
231.
Senior Nikki Orazine finished
third individually and earned
All-OVC Tournament Team
status. Orazine was also named
OVC Player of the Year for the
second consecutive year.
Senior Santie Koch was the
next highest scorer for the Racers. She placed eleventh in the
tournament and was named to
the All-OVC First Team with
Orazine.

lose ftnal 2 games to OVC leader
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

The' Thoroughbreds became the
flrst Ohio .Valley Conference team to
defeat rival Morehead State this season 9·2 in the first game of a double
header Saturday in Morehead.
Despite beating the Eagles in the
first matchup, the 'Breds dropped the
final two games of the series.
In the first game, the 'Breds (20-16,
8-3 OVC) got a complete game performance from senior pitcher Craig
Kraus. Kraus struck out eight and
walked two batters in nine innings.
Senior Alex Stewart, who hit his
fourth home run of the season, set the
pace for the 'Breds offense.
The Eagles' pitcher gave the 'Breds
an early 3-0 lead with three walks and
a balk. Second baseman Seth Hudson
also contributed to the 'Breds offense
with 2 runs batted in on a triple.
"We came out ready to play, and we

played a good game," Head Coach
Rob McDonald said. "Craig Kraus
pitched very well for us today."
The Eagles took its revenge on the
'Breds in the second game, winning 91 behind pitcher Shane Lucci's strong
performance.
The Eagles won the three-game
series Sunday with a 9-7 win.
Wednesday night, the 'Breds lost its
third game in a ro~ against Evansville
10-~.

Junior Lincoln Kent continued his
hot hitting with another homerun, but
that and Stewart's two RBis were not
enough to counter the 'Breds' poor
defense and Evansville's solid hitting.
"Today's game was just a result of a
lack of focus," Alex Stewart said. "We
made a bunch of errors, and the game
should have been much closer. We
know we can compete with anyone so
long as we keep to the fundamentals
and play hard. We just have to get
back in the right frame of mind and
play our kind of baseball."

r-----------------------------------,
Each of Our 3 Limos Offer
• Televisions
• OVDNCR
• C ustom-Made Bars
• 10-1 2 Passenger Seating

Our low rates include unlimited
mileage. driver•s fees, and
applicable taxes.
For more information call us at

(731) 642-2838

~~Thoro~~~!~£{
10¢ off any Creamice beverage! Offer expires May 6, 2005.
• Hat Cllocalltl
• TIZI CUI
• c-.ucclll

• ICid Llttl I Medii
• c..el Mlccblltl
• Wlitl Clllcllltl Mlclll

Pastry Items: Assorted bars, muffins, danish, cinnamon rolls, & cookies!
Come find out what our coffee of the day isl

Finals Week: May 8 - 12 open until 2 a.m.

Check us out on the web
www.parisluxurytimouslnes.com

Open: Monday - Friday 7 a.m. - 11 p.m. & Saturday • Sunday 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Located in Hart Residential College • 762-5333

-r-,

L-----------------~-----------------~
Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a .m. - noon
1 p .m . - 5 p.m.

The Purple Building
Leeder Bottom
Highway 45 & 1241
Coll•t::: lllt:::t:::l Lilt::: •au.es!
Babydoll's Cabaret Review!

THEY WILL ROCK YOUR WORLD!
Must be 21
Monday - Saturday 5 p.m. - 1 a.m.
270-534-0333 • 270-293-2069

r.--------------------~- rr ---

:WE Will 10 B
E YOIR
SERVICE

ENIERI

oa

·f3Mr "[}(lfn Gau;ge In ~6wn·

$1495
95
AC System Performance Test ............................ :....... $16
Rotation & Brake Inspection .............................

Be Ready For Summer Travel!
29 Point Safety Inspection ...~
(Please Present Coupon - Offer Expires 4130/05)

11~!!!2~ Brandon ~C!JIIl
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 By.P•ss • Murr•y • (2701 753·5315- (8001 455·5315

L------------~~~~~~~~~~------------~

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Wolff Tanning Beds. Buy d1rect and
~ve! Full bodY units from $22 a month!
Free color catillog. Call today! 1-800·
84~305 www.np.etstan.l om
Sawmills- $2,695· LumberMate-2000 &
lumberllte-24. NO/Wood Industries also
manufactures utility ATV attachments,
log $kidders, porw.ble board edgers and
foiestry equipment. www.norWoodin·
dustries.com Free information: l-800578-1363 ext.300N
Pole Buildings- 24x40x8- 1-cnd slider. 1
walk door- $5,949 plus tax and freight
installed. Other ~izes available. Financing available. Traclon Buildings, Inc I ·
800-987-2366
Cated Mountain Community near
Asht•ville, NC. Spectacular wooded locs
with great views! Paved roads, clubhouse, worlck:lass trout fi~ing. hiking
trailo:. morel Bear River Community. 1866-411-5263
-----~ ·

Own a Home! SO down, $0 at closing.
USDA Government program low rates
and payments. Don't mi~s this opportu·
nlty! Call K('ntucky Rural Housing Specialist. (866)76&-1918

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apts., University Heights,
all applianc:a induded, S32S a month,
$325 deposit, 12 month lease. NO
PETS! 75j-4937, 759..&926, 753-1951.
Professional office space lor rent fn
Frankfort. J~ off US 127 near 1-64.
Approximately 700 square feet on second floor, private bath, closru. $600 per
month, includes water/sewer, electric,
8d~. Call 502·223-8821 .

HELP WANTED
Construction. 1rain as carpenter, electrician, plumbl'r Good pay, henelits. Mu~t
relocate. HS Grads 17·34. 800-2846289

Part tim~ mother's helper wanttd.
Ydiz family seelling Clr~ng and reliable ~n to watch our two children,
ligflt houselt~ing, non-smoker, good
pay, cal!,!70.924-43_28_. _ _ __
YMCA of Mumy-UIIoway Co. Summer
Day Ulnp CouDselon Needed: w~ are

looking for energetic, rt'liable individu-

als whO love kids to join our twn. Mos1
positions req_ui r~ availability 25·35
hours pet' week, beginning May 2:Huly
22. If intemttd please contact us at
759-YMCA (9622) to §Chedule an interview. An application will be complettd
at the time of interview.
Residential tre.ltmenl facility for adolescents currently hirins students graduating with degrees m psychology,
sociology, criminal justice, social work,
recreatfon and other social/behavioral
Jdences. Facility locattd in middle
T~. Contact lucas at dretn·
ployml'ntOthreesprlngs.com or fax
resume to (931) 729-9525, www.
th'!!'prings.com/duckriver
~ Ministry Interns N~
posit:IOIH (servic~ and ~minK)

designl'd to earn $8()().$1200.- per
weer<! Paid training & $2000 sign-on
bonus. Mr. Moois 1-8()()..472-1432 ext.
219
FUN JOB (Travel the USA) openings for
25 guy$ and gals to work with fun,
young business group ages 18 & above.
ACE Inc. 1-888·980-4042
Online lob Offer. eBay workl'rs nE't'ded.
Come Work with u~ online. SSS Week·
ly! Use your home computer or laptop.
No t'l<perience necessary. 1-800·6939196 ext. 1862
Secrcl Shoppers Needed! Pose as customers for store evaluation~. Local
slort'S, restaur•nts & theatoo. Trajning
provided. Flexible hours. Email
required. Call now! 1-800-585·9024
ext. 6351
Southern living Magazine'~ party plan
company SE"ek$ pit Consultants, (fun,
flexible, immPdiate pay, $199/klt price),
and Party Hosts (earn frr~: merchan·
disc). Call Kay 859-224-1424. Visit
'WWW.southemhv!ngathome.comlkay

for Fall. Job ~phons avaAable at First Presbyt~ri.ln Church, 1601
Main Street, 753-6460. Send ~to
church by May 2.

2004 Earnings: Avg. Solos $49,950,
Top team: $154,222, Top Solo:
$70,526. XM Radio service, Class-A
COL required. 800-CFI-ORIVE 1800234·37481www.didrive.com

$450 Group Fundraiser Scheduling
Bonus, 4 hours of your group's time
PLUS our free (yes, frH) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1 ,()()()..$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schtdule
your non.ules fundraiser with Campus·
Fundraiser. Contact Campus· Fundraiser, (888) 923·3238, or visit
~~pusfundr.tiser~
Court Ret:ord~ Contractor. Nationwide
company sreks expt•rienced lndl'J>('ndent Contract()(S to Collect and research
public rcc~ in Kentucky court\. Laptop Preferred. Pay based on production.
Fax resume to Jennifer 866-322-8246 or
Email: Jennifer.lohseOch_?icepoint.com

The Advocate,MessengE!f has an lmmediatl' opening lor a Circulation Din.'C'tor.
The successful candidate must be able to
give ~idance to Home Delivery Manager, Stnglc Copy Manaser. Outside Sal~
Managt:r, NIE Coordmator .md office
slaft. [)(·velop .md manage a yearly budget. Provide leadership skills to Cu·culation st.lff while being responsible for hir·
ing. counseling. encoura~ing. evaluating
and maintaining an effect1ve st.lft. Devel·
op new ideas on how to build circulation
while maintaining open communication
'\\ ith O!her oc·p<utments. Must possess
strong communication skills, be organiLed .1nd ready to res~nd Ill daily chal·
lt>nges, have a rangt' of skills that covers
across a 5pe(.1rum of people, ,,nd h<lve a
current driver license and good driving
record. An excellent benefits package

availabl~

Craftmatic launches Exdting r-:ew Divi·
sion! Exciting pay per demo program

and competitive salary of(('l'ed. Resumes
and salary requirements can be 5Cf1t to:
The Adv0Catc-Me$engcr, Attn: Del>bic
Wagner, 330 S. 4th Stre<1, Danville, KY
40422 debbiewCamncw~.com
75 Driver Trainees N!..'t.'<icd! Learn to
drive for Transport America in 15 da)'S
.1t TATI t'\o experienct• m'Cded! Good
pay & Benclit~ 1-866·244 ·36~4_
Area CDL•A Traimngl Job placement
asst. Call today to 5re If you qualiiy for
stMe paid trolinin~:. 800-398-9908_

Don't trade pay for hometimel M.1ke
more (.40·$.43/milel and get hom<•
more twt>ekly)! Why settle for an~1hing
less{ Heanland Express, 1·800-441 ·
4953, www. heartlande~~~~
Driver: Owner Operators nee<Jec.l,
Home weekends & during the Wt.oek.
Great rate/ mite! Vans· no touch, hase
plates available. Fast 'tart. 100% fuel
surcharge. 1·800-511..0082
Drivers- Accepting Traine<'~! COL in t 6
Days! No money down, Stuck>nt
Financing! Tuition R(•imburscml·nt
Avail. Job Placement A~st . 1-8Q0..883·
0171 ext.A·50
Drivers/ Company Flatbed Drivers
Home weclo,ends!' BCIBS Insurance
competitive pay, morl1:rn equipment
CDUA and 2 years OTR required.
Buddy Moore Trucking 866-704·15<)8
Dnvers: Do you have 3 rTlO$ driving
experience and a Kentucky COL? You
~hould be making 40 cpml With l yr or
J yrs, you start at 41 or 42 cpml Run an
a5signed con~~enlional & be home eltt'l)'
14 Clays. Full benefits and weekly pay
tncluded. 40-42 cpm: You di!SC!Ve it! 1·
877-452·5617. eoe.
Drivers Needed! Kentucky Based Opcr·
ation needs qualified OTR drivers.
Class-A COL and 2 years OTR experi·
ence required. Excellent pay. C.1ll
David: 1-877-792-3386
Dnvers, over the road. J 5 stale$. Flat
w/sides, latll model conventiQilals. l
years experience. $2,000 sign on

bonus. Start .34¢-.38¢ mile+ benefits..
Call (800)444-6()48.
Driver· Covenant Tr~nsp()n. rxccllent
pay & benefits for cxrwrlenc<'d drivers,
010, Solos, Teo~ms & Graduate students. Bonu~es paid weel.ly. Equal
Opportunity Employer. 888-MOREPAY 1888·667-3729)

----

Drivers: Owner Opt"rators or Company.
3,000 miles/ wt'Ck. 0/0 earn S1.03
cpm. Company drivers earn .37 ( pm
plus full benefits. Tango Transport, 877826-4605
Guar.JntN'd HOCTlC Time Reefer carrier
hiring company and 010 teams. Class
A h.umat requirt'<l. Midwe:.l to Wt>sl
Coa~t runs. No louch freight, gre.11 pay
and brnrflts. (866)44&-163 1 or apply
www. mounttr~r.kin!:_com
__
Need 1 lob? CRST! No Experience! No
problem! No credit check. No monthly
payml'nt. lmmt'tli,tte benefit p.Kkage.
Now hiring in your area. 1·il77-443·
8289
·•star Transport needs Inexperienced
driven;, f lome most weekends, P~tcrbill
trucks, sho~red tuition, Good ~tarting
pay. Food and lodging provided. 1·000.
455-4682
Zero Oown, Lease Purchase Program.
Cornp.1ny Drivers 2004 Average pay
$53.1!54.17. Extt>llt•nt BenPfits. New
pay package+ Bono~. Company Drivers
& 0 10 Welcome. 800-447-12.1 1 Call
NowI
I

HEALTH

Family HL>alth Care w/ Prescription
Plan! $69.95/mo. Bt'-.1 networl.:, <.>xcel·
lent covero~ge. No limitations, includes
dental, vision. pre-existing mnd. OK!
Call: WCS 1-8()().288-9214 ext 2.332
Powt'r Whl!l'lchJirs, Scootel!o and Hospital Bc!Cis at absolull'ly n<> co~t to you.
Call Toll Free 1-600-708-9301
Health Benefit$ as low as $1 291month
for famil:l'S, individu,tls, businesses;

accidents, prescriptions, ho$pital st.lys.

ernergency room visits, vision. dental.
You can't be denied. 1-888·220-7303

TRAVEL
CllLRRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgetown. Golf
Digest voted us best places to .play
2004',Join us for your oext round/out·
lng. Special Membership available.
502-570-9849!
A Gatlinburg Hot-tub Cabin· Secluded!
Sunbathe, soak in your heart-shaped
Jacuzzi. M1d wet-k 5-night special t'rom
S395. Weddings from $199. Reunion
lodge, $595/night. 1·800·726-0989
w~.gocabins.com

Pawleys Island and Litchfield Beach~
The areas larg~1 selection of family
bt•ach homes. All sizes and price
wnges. Vacation Rentals and Resort
S<~lcs. Pawlcys·lsland Realty Company,
LLC 1·800-937·7352 www.pawleysislan_?rcalty.com

MISC.
SS As seen on TV. Cash now for your
future Settlement, Annuity and Lott':1.
Payments. www.ppicash.com Don 1
wail for your $$$. Call Prosperity Part·
11('15. (800)509·1607

---

SSCASHSS Immediate cash for structult'd settlemcnts1 annuities, law suit,
mortgage notes & Cash Oo~. JG Went·
worth #111-800-794-7310
Attention Homeowners: Display homes
wantcd for vinyl siding· Windowsroofs. Easy cwdit terms. No payments
until Summer 2005. Stanlng at $99
month. Call 1·800.251-0043
Earn Degree on Iine from hoiTlf' •au~i·
nl'Ss, •Paralegal, •computers. Job
plo~cement assistance. Computer &
Financ!al aid if qualif-t:. 866-858-2121
wv.w.t1dewatertec:·honline.com
Advertise in rhe News! 762-4478.

...
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Men's basketball team recruits, signs players for 2005-06 season
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

With two basketball reserves
leaving the program to explore
other options, the Racers signed
two frontcourt players to help
with a physical weakness in the
paint from the 2004-05 season.
Head Coach Mick Cronin
announced Wednesday the signing of Rob Kennedy from Mineral
Area College in Park Hills, Mo.
Kennedy (6 feet 9 inches, 225

pounds) can play both power forward and center positions.
Kennedy redshirted his first
season at Mineral Area and has
three years of eligibility left to
play for Murray State.
This season, Kennedy scored
5.6 points per game and shot 58.6
percent from the field for Mineral
Area. His shooting percentage
could help the Racer team, which
shot 45 percent from the field.
Kennedy also averaged 3.5
rebounds per game and shot 75
percent from the free-throw line.

Mineral Area Head Coach
Corey Tate said Kennedy has the
tools Murray State is looking for
to help the team improve.
"He's a great finisher," Tate
said. "He can score inside or outside and can even step out and
shoot the three."
On April 13, the Racers inked its
second player for next season in
Georgia's leading scorer Marqise
Wright from Johnson High
School in Gainesville, Gn. Wright,
a 6-foot-6, 220 pound forward,
averaged 31.8 points, 15.1 rebounds

and six assists per game in his
senior year of high school this
season.
Wright also posted two games
where he went for 50 or more
points. His numbers earned him a
selection to Georgia's 3A AllState First Team, and his hometowp newspaper, The Gainesville
Times, named him Player of the
Year.
During his career, Wright
scored more than 2,000 points
and grabbed more than 1,000
rebounds. He was able to break

the 1,000-point mark in his sophomore season and collect his stats
despite missing a number of
games because of an ankle injury.
Wright and Rob Kennedy join
Cronin's first recruit, Tyler Holloway, from Austin High School
in Huntsville, Ala. Holloway garnered first team All-State nomination in Alabama and was a
finalist for Alabama's 6A Player of
the Year.
The signing period ends May 18,
and Cronin and his staff are still
looking for recruits.

live oak Aparbnents
America's
Church of God
Services held
Sun. at 10 a.m. & 5 p.m.
(270) 293· 7790
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Contemporary Momina Wonhip 8:)0 a.m.
Bible S.rudy
9'4f a.m.
Momina Womup
to·H a.m.
Uninmry Co111cmpor~ry SerYit< - ·IliF. NET
8 p.m

, two-, and three-bedroom
$100 deposit
Six-month lease
Debbie Siress, manager
906 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, Ky.
753-8221

Sunday Wonlup
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Min~rcr to

StU<Icnts

www.fu4·murray.ors

Contemporary

WELCOME!

C.ielnatlon S.rvka
You Are Invited!
SUNDAY 10,30 A.M .
16th & Glendale, MW1'ftY, Ky.

Bible· Bllscd Teaching
JJm Stuart, PMt«
HOME: (2701 753-9295
~(270)293-4657

jim.shwtCmurraymte.edu

www . mum~yccc.org

CAMP wow~);~
LOOIIlfG FOR I SUMMER JOB?
Waat to •tay Ia Mturay?
Eajoy workbag wltb kid•?

Weekend• off!
Tlaea Caaap WOW I• lor yoa!

ucome be a p.1rt of our family ...•

Glendale Road Church_olChrist
Todd W.tlker, College Age/Associate Minister

Sunday worship lJ a.m., dclSS 10 a.m., INOI'Ship 6 p.m.
Wednesday college meal 6 p.m., class 7 p.m.

Camp WOW It now htnng Gtenera\ l.oun"'ort, Arthfr1
lnttruc.tor, Food ~rviu "P~rtonnt\, c.hall~ng• l.ourw/
~ l.ourM 'bpeda\itt, JZ.it\e lnttrULtor. 'Pool Oiru.tor
(W~). and f.MT/t\ea\th Care l.oordinator.

1101 Glendale Road • 75]-3714
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.
ajourwey offaltb togftlb'r

United Methodl<it
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Some benefits you wtll receive as an
employee of Camp WOW are:
b. £J,-mnu and tz.Mum~ qua\ifltatioo
b. frN ~ and &oard for ttl~ ~ntl~ &ummer,
lndudtng WH~ndt (\aundrt.
fad\ltiM aval\ab\t)
b. f.-.. urtlftc.atlont in flr.t Ald. t:.n.
and Uf.guardtng
b. Otvtlop \Httng fritndthi~

7~9-86l)
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Campus Fellowship
1315 Pa)'tle St. •

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.
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Use Your Degree

For Your
Future
For Your
Country

Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon- Fri 9a.m. - 7p.m.
Who: SGT Jason Culver 877-348-0801

call (270) 753-4382 ...

asll for CoUeea "DIDker'' IDdenon or visit our

weltdte at -.c:ampwow.net.

Visit

There's
no

Home
Like
PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Place!
Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:

to announce your
Wedding or Engagement in

The Murray State News.

s
I

• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $299!
Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

J!l Murray Place
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003

